Report to the Superintendent of the Colvin Crew
Hike to the Great Corner on October 25, 2009
Four individuals, Mike Webb, Camp Clerk and three Ranger School students of the
Class of 2010, Jeff Chase, Philander Hart and Kyle Mott assembled at about 7:00 AM on
Sunday morning Oct. 25, 2009 outside the cafeteria of the main Ranger School building
in Wanakena, NY. The sky was overcast; the temperature about 40° F and the air was still
damp from the heavy rains the day before. We loaded our gear, including a Dutch Hill
tripod and the base unit of a Topcon HiPerLite + GPS receiver into the back of the van
and headed for coffee in Star Lake, NY. From there we continued to the hamlet of
Oswegatchie, through to Coffin Mills and Aldrich and on to the trail head at the north end
of Streeter Lake.
We marked the location of the van with one handheld GPS and turned another unit
on to create a track of the hike. We walked past the vehicle barrier and on to the trail that
transects the former potato fields used by the late Andrew Schuler to experiment with
potato varieties for his potato chip business. There are numerous roads and trails in this
area along the east side of Streeter Lake and we inadvertently end up on a manicured
lawn where we found the stone mausoleum that houses Andrew Schuler and his wife. We
back tracked and found the main road south toward the Great Corner. The roads were in
good condition except for a couple of spots where beaver activity had partly flooded
stretches for not more than a couple hundred feet. In these situations we crossed on the
dams and the person carrying the tripod had a “crutch” for balance. We passed a couple
of remote hunting camps and the occasional rusting truck or forestry equipment. On the
hike south we bore right or along the west section of the old road that gets to within 10
feet of the Oswegathie River. On the return trip we took the east section of the road.
Finally, after about 2 hours of steady hiking we neared the corner. I turned on the second
hand held GPS that I had uploaded with the location of the corner from a topographic
map software program. We were getting close as the GPS told us that we were down to
about 0.02 of a mile from our destination. The Great Corner is about 300 feet south of an
east-west section of the trail and in the vicinity of where someone has placed the white
faced door of a cast iron cook stove upright in a tree beside the trail. We fanned out and
move through the woods to the south of the trail. The first thing we found was a hemlock
tree with a crooked top blazed on the north side. The blazes had the remains of yellow
paint still evident. Looking low and to the southeast I spotted the monument. I yelled to
the crew and we gathered around the Great Corner. We set up the Topcon GPS, turned
the unit on and started it recording data. It was close enough to noon and everyone was
hungry so we broke for lunch. After my sandwich, I got out the information
Superintendent Jim Vianna had sent me from Verplank Colvin’s Appendix: Seventh
Report on the Survey of The Adirondack Region of New York. I read out loud pages 193

and 194 starting with July 15th. As I read the account we could put ourselves in that
situation over a hundred years ago and the thrill of finding the corner. The lithograph of
Colvin at the corner (first page of this report) and particularly the individual chiseling the
arrow in the rock (which is still evident) was interesting to all. We stopped the Topcon
GPS after a little over a half an hour and started it again for another half hour session.
The plan was to use NGS’s OPUS Rapid Static software to provide a solution. We took
some pictures and as the second half hour session ended we packed up our gear and
prepared to head out. The hike back to the vehicle seemed to go quicker than the hike in.
Back at the van we loaded our gear and headed back to Ranger School. We returned to
the school building by 2:30 PM.
GPS data:
Session 1: Unfortunately the first session was aborted by OPUS. Apparently there was
too much “noise” in order to provide a solution.
Session 2: This session did yield a solution. The data sheet is attached.
We plan to go back because one session is just not enough. It appears the snowmobile
trail passes close to the corner and we may go in this winter. I’ll keep you posted.
Respectfully submitted
Mike Webb, Camp Clerk

This is the topographic map (Oswegatchie NE quad) with the track plotted.
Approximately 12 miles round trip.

The “Crew” from left to right: Kyle Mott, Philander Hart, Jeff Chase and Mike Webb

Looking south with the “arrow” in the foreground and Jeff Chase guarding the GPS and
tripod.

The famous “arrow”. Notice the drill hole at the north (right) end.

GPS is setup and running. Time to take a break.

NGS OPUS-RS SOLUTION REPORT
========================
USER: mhwebb@esf.edu
DATE: October 28, 2009
RINEX FILE: base298p.09o
TIME: 13:17:35 UTC
SOFTWARE: rsgps 1.32 RS10.prl 1.54
START: 2009/10/25 15:09:00
EPHEMERIS: igr15550.eph [rapid]
STOP: 2009/10/25 15:43:15
NAV FILE: brdc2980.09n
OBS USED: 1440 / 2889 : 50%
ANT NAME: TPSHIPER_PLUS
QUALITY IND. 33.82/ 5.00
ARP HEIGHT: 1.465
NORMALIZED RMS:
0.469
REF FRAME: NAD_83(CORS96)(EPOCH:2002.0000)
X:
Y:
Z:

1183619.745(m) 0.021(m)
-4436746.100(m) 0.026(m)
4412444.096(m) 0.026(m)

ITRF00 (EPOCH:2009.81546)

1183618.986(m) 0.021(m)
-4436744.702(m) 0.026(m)
4412444.034(m) 0.026(m)

LAT: 44 3 1.60968
0.008(m)
44 3 1.64307 0.008(m)
E LON: 284 56 14.25843
0.018(m)
284 56 14.24168 0.018(m)
W LON: 75 3 45.74157
0.018(m)
75 3 45.75832 0.018(m)
EL HGT:
463.215(m) 0.037(m)
462.060(m) 0.037(m)
ORTHO HGT:
493.664(m) 0.043(m) [NAVD88 (Computed using GEOID03)]
UTM COORDINATES STATE PLANE COORDINATES
UTM (Zone 18)
SPC (3101 NY E)
Northing (Y) [meters] 4877477.828
579522.027
Easting (X) [meters]
494976.865
104910.237
Convergence [degrees] -0.04359895
-0.39125123
Point Scale
0.99960031
0.99992500
Combined Factor
0.99952771
0.99985237
US NATIONAL GRID DESIGNATOR: 18TVP9497677477(NAD 83)
BASE STATIONS USED
PID
DESIGNATION
LATITUDE LONGITUDE DISTANCE(m)
DK7177 NYHL HAILESBORO CORS ARP
N441831.547 W0752657.690 42190.8
DI0598 NYLV LOWVILLE CORS ARP
N434747.243 W0752907.555 44149.7
DI0612 NYPD POTSDAM CORS ARP
N443909.059 W0750230.505 66925.8
DI0628 NYWT WATERTOWN CORS ARP
N440141.658 W0755515.949 68850.4
DK7179 NYIL INDIAN LAKE CORS ARP
N434657.638 W0741639.862 69719.3
AJ2364 PSC1 PAUL SMITHS COLL CORS ARP
N442604.114 W0741458.587 77717.7
DK7183 NYRB RAY BROOK CORS ARP
N441813.923 W0740442.075 83605.7
DI0618 NYRM ROME CORS ARP
N431040.028 W0752913.882 102837.6
DI0602 NYML MALONE CORS ARP
N445215.385 W0741717.343 110059.7

PH1131

NEAREST NGS PUBLISHED CONTROL POINT
1333
N440901. W0750623. 11648.8

This position and the above vector components were computed without any
knowledge by the National Geodetic Survey regarding the equipment or
field operating procedures used.

